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Overview 
This Document contains important information about myCare iMedicWare Version R8 2.07. This content reflects the 

series of enhancements and changes made to the system during the release. 

 

PM Bug Fixes 

Phone number reformatted in Patient Demographics 
The phone number fields in the patient demographics screen have been reformatted so users can easily update these 

fields. Now you can simply type in the 10-digit phone number without having to remove the hyphens within the field 

first.  

 

Special Characters now acceptable 
Using of Special Characters is now allowed in various sections of ImedicWare. Previous versions would not allow users to 

save special characters.  

 

 



 

Insurance Pop-ups from the Scheduler Screen  
The name of the patient’s insurance will pop up from the Scheduler screen once it is set up. To make this feature active, 

begin by going to Settings > Billing > Insurance. Select the insurance that you want the name to pop-up for on the 

scheduler screen. Under the More Info section, select the Billing option  

and then click SAVE.  

 

Once the insurance is setup, make sure to link it to the patient via their Insurance. 

 

Once the patient is pulled up in the Scheduler, the Insurance Description will pop-up.  

 

 

Eligibility Report print to excel 

The Eligibility Report that is pulled up via the Scheduler Screen  

Will now allow users to export the report to a .CSV file in excel. The option to do this is located on the bottom of the 

report. 



 

 

Group filter added to the AR Worksheet 
Users can now search by Group (Business Unit) in the AR Worksheet. This filter has been added as the first field on the 

screen 

 

 

AR Worksheet posting write-offs as patient instead of Insurance 
Previously, when a Write-off was done from the AR Worksheet, when the write-off reason of INSWO was selected, the 

service payments ledger would either display Write-Off – Patient or just Write-Off.  

Now you can select the write-off reason code in the AR Worksheet, It will now display that Write-Off in the Service 

Payments that was selected from the AR Worksheet. 

 



 

 

Insurance Scan History date not updating 
When an insurance card is scanned, the system will track the date it was done. Previously, this date was not updating in 

the history when a new card was scanned to show when the last time the front desk got an actual copy of the card. It 

has since been corrected to reflect the last time the card was scanned into the Patient All Insurance History section. 

 

 

 

When billing out secondary claims, the SBR segment is duplicated or zero causing rejections on claims  
The SBR03 and SBR04 fields were duplicating or putting in a Zero which was causing claims to reject. The SBR03 is the 

Patient Insurance Group number and the SBR04 is the Group Plan Name. Now when either field is reported, it is 

documented correctly as opposed to duplicating each filed. If no group number or plan name is reported, we will fill only 

the group number filed with 99999.  



 

 

 

 

CVV field is missing from the Check Out Screen when you enter in the Credit Card Information  
Previously, if a Credit Card Payment was entered via the Check Out Screen, there was no option to enter in the 3-digit 

CVV code. This field has now been added. 



 

 

 

Referring Physician not printing in Box 17 of the HCFA-1500 Form 
When printing out claims on the HCFA-1500 form, the Referring Physician that is selected on the claim, will now print 

out in box 17 of the HCFA-1500 form along with the doctor’s NPI number.  

 

 

Taxonomy codes not printing on the HCFA form or submitting electronically 

The taxonomy codes for Referring Provider, Rendering Provider and Facility will now print out on the HCFA 1500 form 

and will also populate the correct fields when submitting claims electronically.  

The codes must first be setup in ImedicWare in order for them to print and transmit. To begin the setup of this code, 

start in Settings > Admin > Facilities. For each facility, there is a new field to add in the Practice Taxonomy code.  



 

 

Next, each provider will need to be setup. To do this, go to Settings > Admin > Users. Open each provider record and add 

in the doctor’s taxonomy code and then Save the record.  

 

Then you will need to make sure any referring physician you use is also setup with a taxonomy code. In Settings > Admin 

> Ref Physicians, open the referring provider’s record and add in their taxonomy code and then save the file.  

 



 

Once all three of these sections has been setup, the last step is to activate it per insurance. Got to Admin > Billing > 

Insurance. For any plan that you would like the taxonomy code to print and/or be submitted electronically, select the 

Send Taxonomy option under the More Info section and then save the record.  

 

Now when a HCFA-1500 form is printed or an electronic file is created, the Taxonomy codes will populate in their 

corresponding fields. They will also populate the Drug information when the NDC code is present. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

NDC numbers not going out correctly when being billed electronically 
J2250 and J2787 (injection codes) have been added to the list of CPT codes that require additional information when set 

up with NDC information.  

Providing that the CPT code is set up correctly and the associated insurance is set up to send the NDC information, this 

information will send out the required loops and segments needed for electronic billing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EMR Bug Fixes 
Clinical Order Variables updated 

In Settings > Clinical > Order Template, the variables that can be linked or attached to the documents that are created in 

this section have all been updated to ensure that they pull in the correct information. All 5 Order Template sections have 

been updated.  

 

 

 



 

Physician Notes not staying on the patient 

In the Work view menu, Physician Notes section, when a note is entered on a patient, a Yellow Flag will appear next to 

the Date Of Service in which the note was entered. Previously the note would disappear or show up on a different 

patient unless the user cleared their cache every time. This is no longer the case. The information that is noted for the 

patient will remain for that person, for that date of service unless it is changed or manually deleted by the user. 

 

 

Duplicate appointments  

There are times when a patient will be seen twice in the same day. They may have surgery at one location and their first 

Post Op visit later that same day at a different location. For this reason, we have now made sure that regardless of how 

many times a patient is seen in one day there will be a chart for that visit in that location. Previously, patients that were 

seen multiple times in the same day would have combined charts. This is no longer the case. Each chart is now linked to 

the specific appointment it was booked for.  

 

 

MUR Check List Prompt for Documents  

As part on Meaningful Use, a requirement (based on visit type) is to give the patient any documentation concerning 

their diagnosis. In the Work view screen, if the option “Not Given” is selected for patient instruction, the Education 



 

Resources section will appear in RED letters and the Documents button will appear. Once “Given” is selected for this 

option, the verbiage will turn GREEN and the Document button will disappear.  

 

 

Description Box suppressed on IMW EMR Pre-Op Health Questionnaire   

When you are completing the Surgery Consent Forms in IMW EMR – Docs The Pre-Op Health Questionnaire will only 

prompt for a description in the Customized questions if YES is selected. For the top portion of the form, if a description is 

needed, users will need to click on the down arrow to open the description field. 

 

 

Additional Patient Signature added to the Pre-Op Health Questionnaire 

Now the health questionnaire will allow the patient to re-sign with a second signature. Both signatures and dates will 

save on the form. The second signature filed will only display after the first signature has been saved. 



 

 

 

All Medical Conditions not listing in PAG 

All of a patient’s Medical Conditions that have been reported via the Medical History screen, will now list in the PAG 

(Patient At A Glance) section under Ocular History. Previously, only the first 3 would display.  

 

 

Glaucoma Flowsheet will now show all previous tests 

When you enter the Glaucoma Flowsheet, you will now be able to pull up information on any previous test for VF and 

VF-GL tests that were done to the patient. Users will be able to do this simply by clicking on the down arrow and 

selecting the date that they want to see the test results for. 



 

 

 

 

MR not printing when multiple Manifest Refractions are done  

Now, regardless of the number of MRs that are done on the work view, all of them can be printed. 



 

 

 

 

Prism Values set to .25 increments on the Workflow Screen 

When you are adding glasses prism in the workflow, you will now see that all increments are split by .25. Previously, 

they were set in .5 increments. This was updated to improve consistency. 



 

 

 

Contact Lens Order History 

Previously, when contact lenes were ordered, the information from the CL Worksheet would not pull in fully into the 

order screen. In turn, most of the information on the CL Order screen would not pull through to the CL Order History 

screen. All the above have been corrected so that as much information as you add to the CL Worksheet will not only 

populate on the Work View Screen but pull through to the CL Order and then save it to the CL Order History screen. 

 



 

 

Test Interpretation name and signature shows on all tests 
On OCT and GDX type of tests, the name of the provider who Interpreted the test was not showing and the signature 

was not aligned properly. We have since corrected this and now the doctor selected as the interpreter will print on all 

test as well as their signature. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Spelling Corrections 
Misspelling of the word “Abnormal” has been corrected on the EOM Chart section as well as on the Patient Summary 

Report. 

 

 

 

IOP/Gonio Chart to show all Methods 
The IOP chart that can be accessed thought the IOP/Gonio section will now display all Methods used and will document 

on the IOP Chart.  

 

 

Manifest Refractions Screen Display 
The Manifest Refractions (MR1, MR2, Etc) will now display underneath one another to allow all the pertinent 

information to be displayed fully.  



 

 

 

BL Option not working under Fundus – Periphery and Retinal Exam 
While in the Periphery or Retinal Exam under the Fundus section, if you needed to copy information from OD to OS you 

could do so by hitting the BL (or Bilateral) option on the screen. In the last update, the BL option would not do anything. 

It has since been corrected to now copy over the information from OD to OS from any BL option on the screen. 

 

 

Superbill Selections Disappearing 
While working through the Superbill screen, after a few items were selected, the options to Select the Current Eye Code 

and Select Calculated E/M Code would move down so that you were unable to see or select one of the options. This has 

been corrected so these fields are constant and will no longer move.  



 

 

 

 

Procedures – CPT Selection 
The Procedure screen will now only code for the Specific CPTS that the user selects. It will no longer pull all CPT codes 

associated with the Procedure, only the checked CPTs will be used on the Superbill. This will include CPTs that have 

special characters such as greater than, less than, or equals (<, > or =). 

 



 

 

 

Procedures – Consent Forms 
In the previous version, there was an issue where the patient’s signature would not save on the form. This has been 

corrected. The patient’s signature will now save to any linked procedure consent form.  

 

 

 

Sx Planning Sheet fixes 
The new Sx Planning sheet was rolled out in version 2.05 needed a few things corrected on it. Importing of test were 

only displaying the first two images. Now you can all previous tests that have been imported. There was also an issue 

with uploading the saved Lens Type. This issue has also been resolved and users can now upload and save the lens 

information to this sheet. 

 

 

 



 

MU Demographic Information not printing 
On the Patient Summary that is printed from the Work View screen, the Language, Race and Ethnicity were not 

reflecting what was selected in the Patient Demographics because the font color of that field were set to white. So the 

information was there, but could not bee seen. The font has since been changed from white to black so know the 

verbiage is visible. 

 

 

Op Notes to appear under the Docs and Patient Summary 
Op Notes that are used for Procedures will now display in the Docs section for the patient under the Operative Notes 

folder. Users will also be able to select procedure sates of service on the Patient Summary report if they wish to include 

that information on the printout. 

 

 



 

Medical History Screen  
You can now jump and move freely in the Patient’s Medical history without the system freezing or getting hung up on 

one section. In Previous versions, if you were documenting a Patient’s Vitals and then saved that information and tried 

to go into a different section via the Purple Hyperlinks listed on the left side of the screen, nothing would happen. This 

has been corrected so now when a hyperlink is selected, it goes to the area that was selected.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

REPORT FIXES 

Day Appointments 
This report is used in conjunction with an outside service such as Televox for Patient Appointment Reminders. This 

report would allow multiple instances of patient appointments to appear in the exported file based on the date range 

given. Now, by selecting the Send Unique Email option, the patient will only be listed in the file one time, pulling the first 

appointment that falls within the date range specified.  

 

 

A/R Aging Insurance PDF balances 
When selecting to print the PDF version of this report, the balance field was cutting off making it impossible to see. The 

report balances would only show if it was just viewed on the screen. This has been corrected so now when the PDF is 

printed, the Balance field prints out with the rest of the data.  

 

 



 

A/R Aging Insurance/Patient New Buckets 
Additional Aging buckets have been created for both the AR Aging Insurance and AR Aging Patient Reports. We have 

surpassed the 181+ by adding in buckets in 30 day increments up to 1 year - 361+.  

 

 

Facilities and POS Facilities  
When you choose to run a report based on the Facility, the list will show either the name that was setup in the Facility 

table or the POS (place of service) facility that is linked to the Facility.  

 



 

Assessment Report 
There has been a new Action field added to the filters in this report. Users can now choose Pre-Collections as an Action 

and run the report based on it.  

 

Practice Analytic Report Timing Out 
If you chose to run this report for a long period of time (over 3 Months for the date range), you may have experienced 

the report timing out. This is a large report and as such the amount of data that is contained within was causing it to 

time out if ran for 6-month ] 

[0periods or longer. This issue has since been correct. You can now run this report based on any date range and the data 

will pull forward.  

You can also choose to include the Patient’s Date of Birth on this report by selecting the Patient DOB filter on the left 

side. This will incorporate the patient’s date of birth field into this report.  



 

 

 

EID Status Report Insurance Filter 
There is an Insurance Carriers filter under the Analytic Filter section of this report. By selecting an Insurance company, 

the Excel Report will show any payments made by that specific insurance. 

  

 

MIPS Report name updated 
The MIPS 2020 PI report name has been updated to MIPS 2021. All terminology has also been updated to reflect the 

correct year. Parameters have also been updated to accommodate the 2021 report. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DOCUMENTS 

Variables and Features have been updated  
Document variables have been updated to allow features such as Bold, Underline and Italics to be linked to them. In 

previous versions, these options may not have worked.  

 

Other variables that have been corrected were located on the Contact Lens Prescription. Notes, Patient Signature, 

Disinfecting and CL Comment will now display the appropriate information when populated from the CL Screen.  

 

 

The Coating and Lens material will also print out now on the CL Prescription when reported for Custom RGP Lenses.  



 

 

The Glasses Template will allow users to add a Glare Option to the Prescription. Using Glare OD and/or Glare OS, these 

two fields will now incorporate data onto the Glasses Prescription.  

 

Other fields that were previously not printing information correctly were Consult Letter variables for Ocular 

Medications, Clinical Order Variables, and Systemic Medications and Patient Allergies. These fields will now pull in the 

appropriate value when reported in the patient’s Medical History. 

 

 

 



 

Formatting issues  
There were reported issues where face sheets, Consult letters, etc. when printed were running off the page. The margins 

for viewing and printing documents has been corrected so they will display and print properly.  

 

Images Missing or not displaying 
Prism Images that were previously not displaying on Prescriptions will now display and print.  

 

 

Logos that were formatted on documents that were previously not displaying correctly when printed or faxed will now 

appear as they should. They will also appear on the consult letters. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

OPTICAL 

Printing Prescriptions 
Prescriptions for patients were not printing as reported. When printing the prescription from the Optical Module, the 

abbreviations will not print out correctly.  

 

 

Previously deleted brands will now show when re-synced 
If a brand was deleted in Optical and then the user went into iDoc Sync and selected to now add that brand into their 

optical data, the brand would not show. Now, regardless of the status in optical, which ever brand is selected to be 

synced into Optical will appear in the active list. This will also update the charges in Optical that are associated with the 

imported Brands and Frames.  



 

 

 

Capture Report 
Previously, the Capture Report did not display all the information correctly. This has since been fixed. Now, all fields will 

reflect the correct corresponding counts. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ASC 

Single Sign On  
Users can now access the ASC iDoc module of iMedicWare without having to leave or minimize IMW first. This feature is 

based on permissions and must be setup for each user.  

Start by going into Settings > Admin > Users > Privileges. For each user that will be allowed to access the iASC Link or 

iASC EMR link, you will need to check the appropriate box(es) in the Icons section.  

 

 

Once the permissions are set up, the icons will appear for the user on the bottom left of the screen.  

 

Clicking on the first icon will bring you to the sign on screen for the iASC link. The second icon will bring you to the sign 

on screen for the iASC EMR link.  

 

New Product Added to the Intra-Op Product Control section 
Under Today’s Visit, in the Operating Room >> Intra-Op Record, Omidria 4ml has been added to the Product Control 

section in the list or items that can be added to the Infusion Bottle.  

 



 

 

Ability to open chart sections on multiple screens 
While working in the patient’s chart, under Today’s Visit, you now have the capability to open the individual charting 

screens on multiple windows by copying and pasting the URL in a new window.  

 

 

 

 

Inactive Procedure Categories now suppressed 
Previously, if a Procedure Category was made inactive, it would still display in the dropdown in various sections of the 

ASC Chart. This issue has been fixed and now any procedure category that has been made inactive will no longer show in 

an active dropdown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

ENHANCEMENTS 

CCDA and Direct Messaging  
ImedicWare will now allow users to create and send out the Consolidated Clinical Document Architecture or CCDA 

information via Direct Messaging. This encrypted information can be attached to a new direct message via the User 

Console simply by clicking the Get DOS button. This option in turn will allow users to select a single DOS or all Dates of 

Service. Once the CCDA is attached to the message it is sent to the recipient where they can download the zipped file 

and open it to access the information. 

 

 

 

 

Schedule Status Color Override 
Now users can choose to have the color they selected in the Schedule Status Screen override the color of the booked 

appointment on the Scheduler when the status of an appointment changes.  

Schedule Statuses are short descriptions of where the patient and their appointment lies within the system. The most 

widely used is Cancelled and No Show. By setting a color for these two statuses, you can see any day where patients 

cancelled or didn’t come in. Visually, it helps the scheduler see where time slots have opened to fit in other 

appointments if need be.  

To use this feature, you will start by going to Settings>>Scheduler>>Schedule Status. Any active status listed can be set 

to have a specific color so when the Appointment Status is changed on the scheduler, it will change to the color you had 

previously selected.  

Double click on any existing status to open it up. Then select a color and save the Status. 



 

 

 

Then, to turn on the Override feature, Select YES on the bottom of the screen. The Value you select will save 

automatically. 

 

 

With the feature now turned on and colors set on the statuses, When an appointment changes from it’s original status 

to one where a color has been set, the override will change the color the existing appointment to the one that was 

chosen for the status. 

Original Appointment  



 

 

 

Appointment changed to No-Show 

 

 

 

Manifest Refraction “Given” will be based on user permissions 
In order to be able to mark a MR as “Given” and be able to print out the Refraction, the use must have permission in the 

Privileges section to do so. By Checking the GL Rx Given box, the user can mark the Manifest Refraction as being 

“GIVEN” to the patient and will also be able t print it using the printer icon. 

 

 



 

Without this permission, the user will get a pop-up letting them know they do not have permissions to do so.  

 

 

 

Dr First is now available and Integrated into IMW 
E-Prescribing can now be done via Dr. First (Rcopia) and is available to our existing and new customers. Doctors will have 

to register again through Rcopia and if needed, validate again for EPCS. Once the enrollments are completed, they will 

be able to use and access Dr. First through various sections of IMW. 

Before you can sign on to Dr.First, you will need to activate e-prescribing in ImedicWare. To do this, go into Settings>> 

Integrations >> E-Prescribing. 



 

 

From there, the Configuration Details need to be set up. ImedicWare will help users to set up this section so that Dr. 

First becomes active.  



 

 

 

Once this information is saved, and all users/providers have been activated in Rcopia, ERX is now active and ready to 

use. 

In a Single Sign On (SSO) mode, you will launch into Rcopia onto the Patient Info screen  shown below when you 

select a patient in ImedicWare. This can be done multiple ways:  

Via the Work View Screen - Either from the ERX button on the taskbar or the ERX icon on the top right of the 

Green Information bar. 

 

Via the Test Screen - ERX is accessible from the icon on the top right of the Green Information bar. 

 



 

Via the Medical Hx Screen (all sections) - ERX is accessible from the icon on the top right of the Green Information 

bar. 

 

Via the Patient Info Screens, all sections - ERX is accessible from the icon on the top right of the Green 

Information bar. In the Patient Demographics, you can also access Rcopia by clicking on the Pharmacy Pref. 

Button. 

 

All options will bring you into the Patient Information screen in Rcpoia. 

 

There are also 2 new icons associated with Dr. First: 

The Prescription Report allows users to manage all prescription activity within one  convenient location. While 

in Single Patient mode, the Prescription Report will be accessed via the Green Notepad icon in ImedicWare.  

 



 

Upon launching the Prescription Report, they will be brought into Rcopia where they can create the report. 

Pharmacy Messages are electronic requests generated by a pharmacy. These could be refill  requests for the 

patient once his or her medication refills have  been completed, change  requests, or cancellation 

acknowledgments.   

When your practice group has any pharmacy messages, a bell notification  will display  within the top toolbar. 

Click the BELL icon within the top toolbar to access Rcopia. 

 

 

ClearGage 

Going forward, the option for taking patient payments electronically will go through ClearGage. 

Along with getting setup with ClearGage, there is some basic setup needed in ImedicWare as well.  

The setup begins in Settings>Admin>ClearGage 

 

The configuration and SFTP connection info will be setup with a ClearGage representative. Once this information 

is entered, ClearGage can then be turned on. 

Settings>Billing>Policies you will need to activate the ClearGage option. 



 

 

Once this option is turned “On”, you will notice some new options within ImedicWare.  

The Payment Accelerator is utilized in conjunction with ClearGage. This new option is accessible through all the 

Accounting screens allowing you to enter and track payments easily.  

 

This system is mainly utilized by the front desk during their check-in or check-out process. Please use the listed 

workflows below to use ClearGage appropriately.  

Check-In flow sheet 

Here is how a patient should be checked into the system.  

 

From the Dashboard. Click on the Scheduler icon on the top left of the screen 

 

Upon entering the scheduler screen, you will select your provider(s) and Facility for the schedule you would like to view. 

Once the schedule appears on the right side, click on the patient you would like to check in to put that patient in que 

(the patient’s name will display on the top green bar).  



 

 

 

To begin the Check in process, either click on the Green Check In button, if you have icons, you would click the check in 

icon or you can right click on the appointment and select Check-In.  



 

 

This will open up the check in screen. Begin by verifying the patient’s demographics and insurance information. If you 

are taking photos or scanning ids and insurance cards, it can be done from this screen. If you are running eligibility that 

can also be verified at this point and time if it was not done previously. 

 

After verifying the patient information, Click on Consent forms. Under the Templates folder will be your Consent 

Templates. The Front Desk Folder houses any documentation that the patient will need to sign off on (such as a Hipaa 

consent). Patients can sign the forms using a Signature pad which is activated by clicking on the Pen icon. After the 

patient signs, click Save to go to the next form. 



 

 

Once all the consent forms have been completed and Saved, you will decide if you are taking any money at this time 

from the patient.  

If you are accepting a copay or any other monies at this time, Click on the Check In tab to go back to the main screen. 

Scroll to the bottom to the Visit Payment section. Check the box and if needed, enter in the amount of money the 

patient is giving you. Then click Make Payment. 

 

You will then be brought into the Payment accelerator where you can enter in the credit card information. You can also 

select the transaction type to show what the payment is for and can save the card information on file for their next visit. 

After entering in the necessary information, swipe the credit card (if need be) and click Continue to process the credit 

card.  



 

 

You will be brought to a verification screen where you can easily make changes if you need to. Otherwise click Submit to 

save the payment information.  

 

This will bring you back to the check in screen where you can either Print a Receipt for the patient, view the payment 

information in the Payment Accelerator tab or close the screen.  

 

Your patient is now checked in!  

 



 

Check Out Flow Sheet 

With the patient in test, the first thing you want to do is check to see if or when the patient is due to come back so that 

this information will print on their final receipt. Click on the 3 dots  or the icon  and select the A&P option to pull 

up the doctor’s assessment and plan to see when the patient’s follow-up appointment is scheduled for. 

 

 

Under the follow-up section, you will see when the patient is due to come back and what the doctor wants to see them 

for. Once you have noted this information, click CLOSE. 

 

Click Make Appointment (either button or icon). This will take you automatically the number of days (weeks or months) 

ahead to make the next appointment for the patient. Complete the appointment for the patient and then go back to 

TODAY to finish checking out the patient. 



 

 

 

With the patient in test, to begin the checkout process, you can right click the appointment and select Checked Out, or 

click the Check Out button or icon on the left.  

 

 

The Check Out screen will open. From this screen you will be able to view the Visit Details for what the patient was just 

seen for. In the Today section, you will get a total of what would be due for today’s charges including copay and any 

remaining deductible amounts providing eligibility was ran prior to their visit. If it was not, eligibility can be ran in real-

time from this screen by clicking on the  icon. 

Basic eligibility information will display under the Real-Time Eligibility Amount Information section. 



 

 

Enter any payments taken at the time of check out and the check the appropriate box corresponding to that payment. 

Then select Make Payment to be brought into the ClearGage one time transaction screen. Once completed, you will be 

brought back to this screen where a receipt can be printed. 

 

 

 



 

The patient receipt will show all payments taken, all future appointments and Patient Portal Information  

 

After the receipt has been printed, your patient is now Checked Out!  

Manual Payment Process Updated 
For customers who do not use an outside source such as ClearGage to track Patient monies entered into the system, 

there is a new way to update amounts if they have been incorrectly entered.  

From the Check-In screen: 

The money can still be input into this section. We will also display any CI/CO monies on the bottom of the screen so the 

front desk will know if the patient has a credit.  

 

From the Check-Out Screen: 



 

Payments can also be done from this section and will display on the bottom of the screen. 

 

However, you will no longer be able to edit the amounts from these 2 screens once they have been saved. Users will 

need to go into Accounting > CI/CO Prepayments section, select the payment they wish to edit and make any necessary 

changes. 

 

Please Note: If Clear Gage is not active and manual payments are being taken in through the checkout screen, the 

payment history for the patient will show on the bottom of the Checkout screen. 

 

 



 

New Recall System 

The new recall enhancement will allow the scheduler to keep better track of patients in the system that have 

active Recalls. By being able to “USE” a recall, it will also help in tracking of patients that have booked future 

appointments and those who still need to.  

How to use Recalls: 

From an existing appointment, select to add a Recall either from the 3 dots   or the icon  

Enter in the Recall information and Save it. The Recall will appear on the top of the Recall Screen.  

 

To use (or book) the recall, simply click the date. You will be taken to that day. Put in the Appointment Reason 

and click Add Appt.  

 

 



 

Select the Time slot in which the appointment is to be booked for. Once the appointment is booked, you will be 

prompted to mark the existing Recall as USED.  

 

If YES is selected, the Recall Screen will pop-up and allow you to select and save the Recall that you want to use. 

It will then cross it off the list. 

 

If NO is selected, nothing will happen, and the recall will remain unused.  

The Recall Report has also been modified to now comply with the new Recall Enhancement.  

1. For the Recall Report, if only the Month and Year are selected, it will display closed (used) recalls. If Unfulfilled 

Records have been selected. Then it will only include the Unfulfilled (open) records. 

 



 

 
 

2. If Date From and To are given, then it will display only closed recalls. If Unfulfilled Records have been selected. 

Then it will only include the Unfulfilled (open) records. 

 
 

3. If Fulfilled From and To dates are selected, it should display ONLY Recalls that have been fulfilled within that 

date range.  



 

 

 

 

Patient Stored Signature 

Users can now store a patient’s signature for new and upcoming documents that would need to be signed. To activate 

the Patient Stored Signature, you will need to go to Settings>Clinical>Patient Stored Signature. 



 

 

 

 

By selecting YES to turn it on, there will be a signature box located in the Patient Demographic Screen. The patient 

would sign in this area. By saving their signature here, it will allow it to populate on the Contact Lens Prescription if the 

patient signature variable has been utilized.  



 

 

The Patient Variable that can be used for auto signature on the Contact Lens Prescriptions is located under 

Settings>Documents>Prescriptions in the Patient Variables.  

 

 

If this feature is NOT turned on patients will still need to manually sign each form when needed. 


